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The Society is now on Twitter! Follow us on @WarwickNatHist
Tasker’s Meadow / Stockton Cutting – 19th May
Spurred on by our guide David Brown and his infectious enthusiasm, we were soon all peering at
the ground or along hedgerows in search of moths and butterflies.
His energetic pursuit with net and jar to trap some enabled us
to see them close-up. Fourteen were identified – including
Painted Lady, Orange Tip, Whites, Green Veined White,
Comma, Dingy Skipper,
Brimstone, Holly Blue, Small Blue
and the beautiful tiny Green
Hairstreak which has the widest
range of foodplants of all the
British butterfly species.

I spotted a meadow grasshopper and in the
cutting we found several butterfly orchids.

Having learned that clouds of butterflies are now on the
wing from the south, we should keep our eyes peeled!
Thanks to David for his expertise and agility.
FW

I found a nice-fresh Cinnibar in Stockton Cutting for
National Moth-Day.
19th May
DC

.../

Daily Telegraph

21st May

On May 17th, on my usual morning walk in St. Nicholas Park, the starlings suddenly started their
high-pitched alarm call, and I expected to see a sparrowhawk. But it was a hobby, dashing quite
low over the housing estate near the footbridge, and on across the river and the rough fields
beyond at high speed. Quite a surprise, and a beautiful bird - only the second time I’ve seen one
in Warwick in 10 years.
Meantime on the Kingfisher Pools, a mallard duck produced a
brood of no fewer than fourteen ducklings. I don’t know how
many of them will survive. As for the swans in St. Nick’s, at the
last count their brood of cygnets was down from eight to five.
22nd May

RT

Here’s a beautiful adder we saw on a beach near New Quay in Wales.
What it was doing just yards from the sea is anyone’s guess. It was
coaxed into a plastic fisherman’s box, and released in the nearby
long grass.
22nd May

RT

I discovered a Yellow Barred Longhorn micro moth at Brandon
Reach. It has astonishingly long antennae compared to its body
length. It is found in damp deciduous woods and the picture is
a male with antennae up to 5x longer than its body.
Caterpillar food is birch leaf litter.
23rd May

AB

Photo also attached to accompanying email.

.../

Highland holiday, May 12-16th
How idyllic it sounded in Johnson's brochure - "Bluebell Glades in the Trossachs". We were
hopeful of warm sunny days like those in Hampton Wood recently but Scotland produced cold
northerly winds most of the time!
After a coach tour along picturesque roads, we saw many bluebell vistas
but enjoyed far more Kilbryde Castle near Dunblane where we saw closeup deep blue carpets of bluebells, as well as rhododendrons and other
flowering shrubs and also beautiful daisy-like yellow flowers near the
river, identified as Leopard's Bane (Doronicum). Sir James Campbell gave
us a warm welcome coffee and his wife, who maintains 15 acres of
grounds with volunteers, gave Veronica a free potted Leopard's Bane
specimen to take home! It is an early spring perennial, often spreading in
damp woodlands, with heart-shaped leaves, mostly common in the north
and west.
On the Loch Lomond Chieftain rain suddenly descended; only a
hardy few disembarked on Caiilloch island with the promise of
yet more bluebells.

Miraculously the rain
ceased as we walked past
Mallard and visiting
paddle-boarders on the
beach to go uphill through peaceful ancient woodland
which was a delight with birdsong and bluebells galore.

On another boat trip on Loch Katrine we saw ospreys in the distance
and Veronica spotted a baby starling about to fledge from its hideyhole in the eaves of our local shop.

Other wildlife included the magnificent 11 year old Hamish
Dubh, a famous black Highland Cow at the Trossachs
Woollen Mill who ambled towards the fence to greet us
with his Missus Honey, a different hue.

Highland Cattle are the oldest cattle in the world, first recorded in the 6th century.
The Highland Cattle Society was founded in 1884 and the breed is now found all over the world.
They are hardy but reputedly docile, have an extra hairy coat to keep warm and a fringe to keep
out rain and flies. They need that extra coat!
23rd May

FW

.../

An easy to spot Spring hoverfly Leucozona lucorum with a light brown
thorax, creamy and dark abdomen and black wing patches. Very abundant
in May and June and around until August.
Widespread in woodland edges and hedgerows, it likes visiting lowgrowing flowers such as Greater Stitchwort and Garlic Mustard in dappled
sunshine.
24th May
SG

A male banded demoiselle, Calopteryx splendens resting on a
water lily leaf at The Mill Garden, Warwick. Evidently this
demoiselle is very sensitive to pollution so is a good indication
of clean water.
24th May
SG

Three stands of wild yellow iris in an island of trees and shrubs located in
the middle of Parliament Piece Field, Kenilworth.

This is not a large nature area but
the meadow right now is filled with
buttercups. A slow walk around the
edge of the field too will reveal
wild flowers and insects including
day flying moths.
24th May
SG

A very tiny nymph Roesel's Bush Cricket, Roeseliana roeselii almost missed
at Tasker's Meadow. Nymphs emerge in May and June and adults from late
July till autumn.
24th May
SG

The yellow rattle was found while bug
hunting on Parliament Piece in
Kenilworth - there was lots of it. I was
wondering whether I should submit it as
a record to WBRC or is it too common?

The bat is a common pipistrelle found
when checking bat boxes at Snitterfield
Bushes. They are the smallest species of bat in the UK.

(Note that bat box inspections can only be undertaken by a licensed bat worker.)
25th May
TS
.../

This dead mole was spotted when I was out sauntering down a nearby
lane today. I think I have only ever seen a mole once before and he was
also dead on a road. I was quite taken by just how long he was and the
fact that he had a short tail which is clearly visible. He also had a cluster
of bristles along his snout with no visible eyes. Clearly a creature of the
dark underground. And what beautiful little shovels of front claws - a true
excavator. A really velvety coat used in the top hat trade of centuries
ago.
A very mysterious animal so rarely seen above ground. The only clue to
him being around are the little hills he so adeptly makes. Some people,
prissy about their lawns, trap them using metal break-back traps placed in
their runs. What a cruel end to such a fascinating, unworldly creature. It
would be a privilege to have one tunnelling below my feet. All one needs to do if experiencing
mole hills is sweep up the tunnelled spoil composed of beautiful loam that can be used as a seed
compost, saving you money in not having to buy specialist compost from the garden centre what a bonus to sharing one's space with such an enigmatic animal.
26th May
BC

I've seen so many beautiful yellow flags (irises) around lately. The
Kingfisher Pool in St Nick's park in Warwick has lovely displays
around the edge and they are also
along the Stratford Canal in
Wootton Wawen.

There were many other flowers on the canal
banks such as this patch including red
campion which took my eye. It was as good as any floral bouquet from a
shop.
....During that ramble there were an
unusual number of cows and calves in
one field we crossed - these sturdylooking youngsters approached us with
great curiosity with mothers anxiously
following...we didn't hang about!
27th May
FW

I often see a Large Red damselfly around the garden
presumably attracted by the neighbour’s pond.
This one had just snatched a mint moth and devoured it
within a few seconds.
29th May
LD

.../

Gorcott Hill Reserve (Heart of England) – 29th May
A wonderful afternoon was spent at this interesting new Reserve,
not normally open to the public, in the company of Tasha Cain, the
HofE Biodiversity Officer for Gorcott Hill. Old established woodland
and meadow habitats are now being managed to encourage
wildlife with Sycamore now being planted instead of Ash.

Butterflies were scarce due to the
chilly weather but Rick had a bird
count of 24 species and he also
spotted a Red Kite soaring over
Preston Bagot on the way home.

Mother Shipton moth

An update on the Laurel being removed at Gorcott
The Laurel we saw at Gorcott was common laurel, otherwise
known as cherry laurel, Prunus laurocerasus. Portugal laurel,
Prunus lusitanica has smaller leaves. Neither should be in an
English wood.
29th May
LH
Mother Shipton photo is by DW and more of
his photos are attached to the accompanying email.

We now have the dreaded Box Tree moth caterpillar destroying our box
hedge planted many years ago. We knew it may be a possibility as the
adult moth was present in large numbers in the garden last year.
It is an ‘imported’ moth, the caterpillars are
thought to have been originally accidentally
brought into the country on Buxus plants.

Ours is a serious infestation and
the box will have to be grubbed
up, it cannot be saved. The whole hedge will eventually be
defoliated. We cut down about half of the hedge and binned it in
the green bin without realising it held large numbers of
caterpillars which proceeded to escape everywhere. We spent
the next hour collecting and destroying them.
29th May
LD
.../

Badger Culling
Badgers have been culled in larger numbers as part of a
controversial government initiative to reduce bovine tuberculosis
(bTB) in cattle. As many will know, the pilot culls were
implemented in 2013 in Gloucester and Somerset and rolled out to
a total of 54 zones including Warwickshire from 2020.176,928
badgers have been killed between 2013 and 2021 potentially
leading to local extinctions of this species entirely in some areas of
the country.
The figures for Warwickshire which was included in the cull from 2020 are as follows
Total

Controlled Shooting

Cage trapped

2020

1728

1443

285

2021

1121

1047

74

Total

2849

2490

359

The number of badgers free shot, when they are free running, rather than the more humane
cage trapped method reached a record 88% across England (reflected by Warwickshire’s
numbers). Badgers killed this way have a hugely increased risk of dying a slow and painful death
after failing to be killed outright. Many bodies are never recovered.
Scientific studies have consistently shown that the main transmission of the disease is cattle to
cattle, with the spread exacerbated by the movement of millions of cattle each year. Premovement checks have to be made to check for bTB but unfortunately the current testing
regime is not fit for purpose with only an 80% accuracy record. This means that within each
tested herd there will be on average approx. 20% of animals which are in fact infected with the
disease although the test shown them as being clear (negative of bTB).
Badger groups across the UK have constantly called for a much improved testing system that
gives 100% accurate results along with much improved bio security on farms with measures put
in place to minimise opportunities for contact between cattle and badgers. The cull will continue
again this year – probably commencing this Autumn. Do keep pressure up by contacting your
MP to speak up against the cull. The Government have been made aware of the science but
chose to ignore it. The cost will be another species whose long term prospects will be pushed to
the edge (we have no proper assessment of badger population numbers in UK) adding yet again
to the UK’s appalling record on loss of biodiversity.
29th May

BC

An amazing fungus on our cherry tree in the garden and many thanks
to JW for his identification as Chicken of the Woods,
Laetiporus sulphureus.
I have since learnt it's edible, tastes of chicken, good in stews and good
with a satay sauce, but I think I will pass and just admire its beauty!
31st May
LP

